
PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Vantage point is everything when it comes to 

surveillance.  Patrolling an area on foot provides 

intelligence and deterrence, but requires increased 

personnel levels.  Surveillance cameras and imagers 

offer partial solutions, but certain situations require 

a person’s ability to think on their feet and provide 

first hand assessment and response. Through simple 

elevation an officer is provided greater field of view and 

increased assessment capabilities.  

Sky Watch provides the manned or unmanned 

surveillance and deterrence capability necessary to 

any security solution in a highly mobile, elevated unit.  

These towers rise to a two story height and provide 

a platform for innovative surveillance solutions in 

addition to the personal input a man “on the ground” 

provides.  The Sky Watch family of stand alone, mobile 

surveillance towers can be specifically tailored to 

meet customer requirements.  From the basic Eagle 

to the added height and adaptability of the Sentinel 

or the optional ballistic capabilities of Frontier, Sky 

Watch provides a powerful deterrent and true force 

multiplication capability. 

Manned, these units provide a 360° view providing 

the ability to cover an area previously requiring three 

or more officers on foot.  Unmanned, Sky Watch 

provides an ideal platform on which to mount various 

electro-optic and other types of sensors for continuous 

surveillance adding to the persuasive deterrent a 

high profile presence affords.  All Sky Watch units 

can be outfitted to provide full command and control 

capabilities for fluid operations whether on the front 

lines of homeland security or at hometown events.  

Sky Watch has provided mobile security solutions for 

military, police and security officials in the U.S. and 

around the world, including such high profile geo-

political forums as the G-8 Summit and the U.N.  Sky 

Watch provides the flexibility for a rapid and feasible 

response to any security situation as it arises.
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StanDaRD FEatURES

Sky Watch units provide a high level platform for an 

array of surveillance options.  Every tower includes 

the basics for the comfort and safety of the officer 

inside through adjustable heat and air conditioning, 

tinted sliding glass windows, comfortable seating, a 

fold away table and basic first aid kit.  And no matter 

the application, only one man is required to set up and 

deploy a unit.

Sky Watch can easily be relocated and is rugged enough 

to handle even the most primitive off-road conditions.  

And all models are adaptable for cameras, radios, public 

address systems and other equipment integration.

Now, one officer can cover an area previously requiring 

three or more personnel.

Totally self-sustained

Heating and air conditioning

Customized surveillance equipment integration

Tinted windows

Solar panel for increased energy output

Control console with weatherproof switch panel

Roof-mounted flood lights

Two 110V GFI outlets

One 12V outlet

Fail safe hydraulic system with electric and manual  

    ascent and descent controls

Wind speed meter

Generator or shore power options

applicationS

Force Protection

Port Security

Consequence management

Disaster response

Crowd management and control

Flight line protection and surveillance

Parking lot surveillance and traffic management

The power, the height and

         the mobility for surveillance solutions.
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Toll Free: 800-762-4796 (inside U.S.)

Phone: 770-850-1550 (outside U.S.)

Fax: 770-850-1551 
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